First Notes: Flute

1.

2.

3.

4. Au Claire de la Lune

5. Mary Had a Little Lamb
6. New Note: C

Remember that your right hand thumb cannot rest on the tube when playing C!

7.

8. New Notes: D and E

Make sure L1 is up for middle D.

9.

10. Lightly Row - Duet

11. Twinkle, Twinkle
Use the tip of your tongue to articulate only the 1st note of the slur.

Note that the same fingering is used for both octaves of F-sharp and G. To jump up the higher octave, aim the air a little higher, use a slightly smaller lip opening, increase the air speed, and push the lips slightly forward.

13A. New Notes: F-sharp and G

13B.

14. G Major Scale

15. Goosey, Goosey, Gander

16. Oh, Susannah

17. Lyrical Song

Wilson